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Abstract
Recently a number of groups have introduced computational methods for the detection of A-to-I RNA editing sites.
These approaches have resulted in finding thousands of editing sites within the genomic repeats, as well as a few
novel genetic recoding sites. We review these recent advancements, emphasizing the principles underlying the
various methods used. Possible directions for extending these methods are discussed.
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Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing is a
modification in the RNA molecule that alters the
original DNA content. It occurs immediately following transcription and before splicing. When the newly
formed RNA has a double-stranded RNA structure
(dsRNA), a member of the adenosine deaminases that
act on RNA (ADARs) protein family can attach and
deaminate some of the adenosines (A) within the
double-stranded region into inosines (I). The ribosome and the splicing enzymes, as well as sequencing
machines, recognize the inosine as guanosine (G) [1].
Till recently, a very small number of A-to-I
editing targets were identified in the human genome,
mostly due to chance discoveries. Nevertheless,
the functional importance of this mechanism was
established by showing that mouse lacking ADARs
die in utero or shortly after birth [2–4]. In addition,
a number of neurological diseases were associated
with altered editing patterns [5–8]. Not all these
phenotypes are explained by the limited number
of editing targets identified, suggesting one should
continue looking for more editing sites.
Experimental approaches to find additional editing
events were developed [9]. However, within current
technology only a small fraction of editing sites has
been detected by these methods.
In principle, computational identification of editing events should be straightforward. The sequencing

machinery reads an edited site within an expressed
sequence as a ‘G’, where the corresponding genome
position will be an ‘A’. Thus, one has only to compare
the millions of publicly available expressed sequences
with the genome and look for such inconsistencies.
However, this naive approach is bound to fail due to
the large number of mismatches between the genome
and the expressed sequences due to other reasons.
Major sources for such a mismatch are genomic
polymorphisms. As different expressed data are
derived from different individuals, they are known
to have millions of sites along the genome where two
sequences do not agree. In addition, tens of millions of
random sequencing errors in the expressed sequences
may look as editing sites when aligning them to the
genome. Additional causes of variance between RNA
and the genome include mutations and inaccurate
alignment of the RNA sequence data to the genome
due to duplications.
The known recoding editing sites—where
editing affects the resulting protein—have a
common characteristic. The vicinity of these sites is
highly conserved between species [10]. This is due
to the evolutionary constraint to keep the dsRNA
structure intact, in addition to maintaining the
coding information. This constraint leads to conservation in the DNA level, and has proven to be
very useful for bioinformatic searches for more
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candidates [10–12]. The conservation of the
editing site is used as a sieve through which one
sifts the few editing recoding sites out of the tens of
millions of mismatches between expressed sequence
tags (ESTs)/RNAs and the genome, using the observation that the sequencing errors and the single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are not evolutionarily conserved between species while editing
recoding sites are. In a recent study, we employed
this strategy, looking for such conserved mismatches
located in the exactly same position in human and
mouse. The search resulted in four additional A-to-I
editing substrates [11]. We note that using this
approach, one seems to be better off not implementing the requirement for a dsRNA structure, as the
typical dsRNA structures of the few known targets
are rather weak and hard to predict computationally
[13]. Another point to note is that these four editing
sites all appear in dbSNP, since the variability of the
expressed sequences in these sites was (erroneously)
interpreted as a sign for an SNP [14]. Thus, one
should use dbSNP carefully when searching for
editing sites. On the other hand, dbSNP might be
actually used as an alternative starting point in looking
for additional editing targets.
In addition to the few isolated sites within the
coding sequence (editing of which might result in an
amino acid substitution), a large number of clusters
of editing events were recently found in non-coding
regions. Recently, three computational methods of
identification of such clusters of mismatches in the
alignments of the clean RNA set were published
[15–18]. The methods differ by the clustering
criterion used, ranging from a detailed statistical
model to a simple count of consecutive mismatches
of the same type. Impressively, all three procedures
have yielded highly similar results: A-to-G substitutions, standing for A-to-I editing events account
for more than 80% of the 12 possible types of
mismatches in the selected set of transcripts.
Almost all of these clusters occur within Alu
repetitive elements, which are short interspersed
elements (SINEs). There are about a million copies
of Alu in the human genome, roughly 300 bp
long each, together accounting for 10% of the
genome [19]. Since they are so common, especially
in gene-rich regions, pairing of two nearby,
oppositely oriented, Alus in the same pre-mRNA
structure is likely, resulting in a long and stable
dsRNA structure. Such structures are ideal targets
for the ADARs.

Editing events occur before splicing, thus they
may occur in introns as well. However, computational approaches based on expressed sequences are
obviously limited in their ability to detect editing
within introns. Therefore, it is anticipated that the
actual number of editing sites in the human genome
is even much higher than the tens of thousands of
sites reported in the above works. Indeed, direct
sequencing of human brain total RNA has revealed
that up to 1 in 1000 bp of the expressed regions are
being edited [20].
Analysis of the editing events detected has taught
us more about the nature of the process. Weak
sequence preferences for the nucleotides preceding
and following the editing sites are observed,
presumably attesting for ADAR binding preferences.
There is also some evidence that the local dsRNA
structure may play a role in targeting of the ADARs.
Analysis of the distance between edited Alus and
their nearest reverse complement Alu have shown
that effective editing requires a distance of roughly
2000 bp or less between the two Alus. Further
support for the paired Alus model comes from the
observation that the more reverse complement Alus
within this distance, the higher is the level of editing
[16–18, 20]. Finally, it was shown that the edited
adenosines within the dsRNA structure are paired
with a ‘U’ or a ‘C’ in the reverse strand, meaning that
editing is either strengthening or weakening the
dsRNA structure, but virtually never has a neutral
effect on the dsRNA pairing energy [18]. This last
result suggests a regulatory role for RNA editing in
controlling dsRNA stability, in accordance with
recent observations suggesting that editing is
involved in molecular mechanisms based on
dsRNA structure, like RNAi [21] and miRNA
[22]. Such knowledge on the characteristics of
ADAR targets might turn out to be instrumental
in future searches for editing targets.
Alu repetitive elements are unique to the
primates, but the occurrence of repetitive elements
in general is common to all metazoa. Interestingly,
applying the same methods in looking for clusters
of editing sites in other organisms have shown that
there are about 40 times fewer editing events in mouse
as compared with the human genome [15, 16].
A similar picture was observed in rat, chicken and
fly [15]. The reason for this huge difference is likely
the fact that in human there is only one dominant
SINE, which is relatively less diverged (12%
average divergence). In mouse, for example, there
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are four different SINEs, which are shorter and more
divergent (20% average divergence). It is tempting
to link the over-representation of editing in brain
tissues and the association of aberrant editing with
neurological diseases, and speculate that the massive
editing of brain tissues is responsible in part for the
brain complexity and thus the massive invasion of
Alus to the primate genomes, which allowed this
abundant editing may have played a role in the
evolution of primates.
What are the next challenges for computational
identification of editing sites? First, a full account for
the role of the characteristics of repetitive elements
determining the editing level is still lacking. One
would like to be able to predict which elements are
likely to be edited, and what is the expected level of
editing in a given organism. Second, more work is
required in order to supply experimentalists with
hints for the mysterious role of the abundant editing
phenomena. One can hope that analysis of the
tissue-origin of the edited sequences might provide
us with directions to attack this question. Finally,
there are almost no strategies yet for computational
search for other types of RNA editing, in particular
C-to-U editing. Very few examples of this process
are known in mammals [23], but it is anticipated that
the use of expressed data and evolutionary conservation accompanied by additional unique features of
these types of editing will be of use to reveal the full
spectrum of the transcriptome.
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Key Points
 Recent bioinformatic studies have shown that RNA editing is very common in the human transcriptome.
 Clusters of mismatches between RNA sequences and the
corresponding genomic DNA sequences may distinguish
between RNA editing and ‘noise’.
 Most of A-to-I editing events occur in the primate-specific Alu repeat.
 Few editing events are at genetic recoding sites, modifying the resulting protein. Such sites are typically located
in highly conserved genomic regions.
 Better and more efficient algorithms are still required to
reveal the full spectrum of editing in the genome.
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